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FROM BIDCATO SUNNA: THE WILAYAOF CALIIN THE SHICI ADHAN
LIYAKAT A. TAKIM
UNIVERSITYOF MIAMI
Although the wilaya of cAli b. Abi Talib-the attestationof his spiritualand temporal authorityhas always been professed by the ShiCaand has appearedin their ritual and other practices (such as
coinage) in various forms, its inclusion in the adhdn (call to prayer) was once generally rejected by
Shici scholars. It is now, however, a distinctive feature of the adhdn in use among the Twelver Shica.
This paper traces and explains how this change came about and how it was eventually justified by
the leading scholarly authorities of the community, especially from the Safavid era and later.

A DISTINCTIVE
FEATUREOF THEadhan (call to prayer)
as recited by Twelver Shicis is the inclusion of the wilaya
(spiritual and temporal authority) of CAli b. Abi Talib.
Thus, after reciting the shahada (bearing witness to the
unity of one God and the prophecy of Muhammad) the
mu'adhdhin (caller to prayer) will normally state "Ashhadu anna CAliyyanwaliyu'llah" (I bear witness that CAll
is the friend of God). In the minds of many Twelver Shicis,
this popular practice has become an important component of the adhdn. However, the wilaya was not recited
in the adhdn at the time of the Prophet or during the lives
of any of the Shici imams.' In this paper, I trace its
provenance and evolution. Initially, I examine the pronouncements of early ShiCi jurists on this issue and compare and contrast their views with the verdicts of later
authors. The judgment of the later jurists, moreover, contrasts starkly with the rulings of their predecessors. A
need to assert and propagate the Shici identity in terms of
a nascent political state led eventually to the inclusion of
the wildya in the adhdn. At that point the ShiCi jurists resorted to various forms of hermeneutics to vindicate such
a practice.
The earliest Shii juridical work extant is al-Kulayni's
(d. 329/941) Furui al-kafi. Although in this work alKulayni examines various segments of the adhdn, he does
not discuss or even mention the wildya of CAli as a part
of it at all.2 The first scholar to take up the wildya in the

adhan was al-Saduiq (d. 381/991). After reviewing the
different parts of the adhan in his Man la yahduruhu alfaqih, he states:
This is the correct adhan; nothing is to be added or subtracted from it. The Mufawwida,3may God curse them,
have fabricated traditions and have added to the adhdn
"Muhammadand the family of Muhammadare the best
of mankind,"[reciting it] twice. In some of their traditions, after uttering "I bear witness that Muhammadis
the Prophetof Allah " [they add] "I bear witness that CAli
is the wall (friend) of God" twice. Among them there are
others who narrateinstead of this "I bearwitness that'Ali
is the trueCommanderof the Faithful"twice. There is no
doubt that CAliis the friend of God and that he is the true

3 The term Mufawwida refers to those who espoused the doctrineof tafwid (delegation),i.e., the belief thataftercreation,God
delegated His powers over all matterspertainingto creation,provision for His creatures,and worldly affairsto the Prophetand the
imams. Thatthis belief had permeatedthe Shici rankscan be discerned from several traditions in Shici hadith literature. See
Kulayni, Usul al-kafi, 4 vols. (Tehran,n.d.), 2: 2-5, and Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-Saffar, Basdair al-darajdtfi fa.dd'il Al Muhammad(Qum: MaktabaAyatullahal-MarCashial-Najafi, 1404/
1983), 378-79, where several traditionsjustify the belief in tafwid. SubsequentShici theologiansdistancedthemselves from this
doctrine. See al-Saduq,Risalat al-iCtiqaddt(A Shicite Creed), tr.
A. Fyzee (Calcutta:Oxford Univ. Press, 1361/1942), 100-101;
Mufid, Awti'il al-maqldat (Qum: Maktaba al-Dawari, 1370/
1950), 240-41. The origins and doctrinesof the Mufawwidaare
also discussed by H. Modarressi,Crisis and Consolidationin the
Formative Period of Shlite Islam (Princeton: Darwin Press,
1993), ch. 2.

1 The Shici adhan is also
distinguishedfrom its Sunni counterpartby the inclusion of "hayyaCaldkhayri'l-amal" (hastento the
best of deeds), but a discussion of the genesis of this practice is
beyond the scope of this paper.
2 Muhammad b. YaCqubal-Kulayni, Furic al-kafi, 6 vols.
(Tehran:Dar al-Kutubal-Islamiyya, 1391/1971), 3: 302.
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of theFaithfulandthatMuhammad
andhis
Commander
family,peacebe uponthem,arethebestof [God's]creatures.However,thatis not [part]of theoriginaladhan.I
havementionedthisso thatthosewhohavebeenaccused
of concocting[thedoctrineof] tafwidandhaveinsinuatedthemselvesin ourranksshouldbecomeknown.4
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utters the wilaya is in error (mukhti').10 However, in his

Mabsat, he says simply:
As for uttering"CAliis the Commander
of the Faithful
andthefamilyof Muhammad
is thebestof mankind"
in
accordwith whathas been narratedin isolatedreports,
this is not to be acted upon [fa-laysa bi macmulCalayhi]

It is clear that al-Saduq regardsthose reciting the wilaya
as belonging to the Mufawwida, which is, for him, an extremist group, as he unequivocally curses and condemns
them for their actions. For al-Saduiq,the recitation of the
wilaya in the adhan is one of the distinguishing marksof
the Mufawwida. Thus the Mufawwida are to be differentiated from the mainstream Twelver Shicis by this
practice.
Many tenth- and eleventh-centuryjurists did not consider it importantto discuss the issue of the wildya in the
adhan. Thus, where and when the adhan is discussed in
some detail, there is no mention of the wilaya, as, for
example, in al-Mufid's (d. 413/1022) MuqniCa,5or in the
Intisar of Sharif al-Murtada(d. 436/1044).6 In his Tahdhib, Tisi (d. 460/1067) refers to various hadiths reporting differentjuridical rulings, but in spite of this, he cites
not a single hadith indicating the wildya of CAliin the
adhan. This is surprisingin view of the fact that, in his
other works (to be discussed presently), Tusi admits that
odd and isolated (shddhdh)reportsconcerning the wildya
of CAliin the adhan have been related.7But, in all probability, the traditionsabout the wildya were not available
to him.8 Alternatively, because these reports were rare,
Tusi did not deem them veracious and worthy of consideration.9 In his Nihdya, Tusi even states that one who

4 Muhammad
b. CAllibn Babawayhal-Sadiq,Manla yahduruhual-faqih,4 vols.(Qum:Imamal-Mahdi,1404/1983),1: 188.
5 Muhammadb. Muhammadb. al-NuCmanal-Mufid,al2nded.(Qum:Mu'assas
al-Nashral-Islami,1411/1990),
MuqniCa,
100.
6 CAli b. al-Husayn al-Sharif al-Murtada,al-lntisdr (Najaf:

Manshurat
1391/1971),39.
al-Haydariyya,
7 Hedoesnotcitethesein his
al-Khilafeither.SeeMuhammad
b. al-HasanTiisi,Kitabal-khildf,3 vols.(Qum:Maktaba
IsmaCiliyan,n.d.),1: 83.
8 There is no trace of the
wilaya traditionsin any of the extant

tobyearly
Shicijuridicalmanuals.
Theyareonlycasuallyreferred
authorslike al-SaduqandTusi.
9 Thesamecanalsobestatedfortheabsenceof wilayatraditions
in his al-lstibsdr. See Muhammadb. al-HasanTosi, al-lstibsdrfi
md ikhtalafamin al-akhbdr,4 vols. (Beirut:Dar al-Adwa' 1406/

1985),1: 299, 305.

in theadhan.But,if a personrecitesit, he doesnotcommita sin forthatreason(lamya'thambihi). However,it
is not amongstthefadila (recommended
parts)of the
adhan nor does it [the wildya] make it [the adhan] more

complete.11
The foregoing evidence reveals fairly clearly thatscholars such as al-Saduq and Tusi prohibited including the
wilaya in the adhan. It is to be remembered also that
these scholars were living underthe aegis of Buyid rulers
(334-447/945-1055) who were favorably disposed towards the Shicis. Thus, although they were neither politically oppressed nor constrained in their writings, ShiCi
jurists of the tenth and eleventh centuries either prohibited outrightor strongly discouraged the utteranceof the
wilaya in the adhan. There is no evidence to suggest,
moreover, that their ruling on this issue was based on
taqiyya (dissimulation).
THEILKHANIDEPOCHIN SHII JURISPRUDENCE

After the destruction of Baghdad by the Mongols in
656/1258, the center of Shici studies moved from Baghdad to Hilla. Due mainly to the presence of the Shici philosopher and theologian Nasir al-Din Tusi (d. 672/1274),
an influentialcounselor to the Mongol king Hulegu, Hilla
was spared Mongol destruction. Therefore, during the
Ilkhanid era (656-754/1258-1353),

the ShiCi Culamad

continuedto enjoy good relationswith the ruler.As an example, CAllamaHilli (d. 726/1325) and his son were often
invited to the courtof Oljeitu (d. 712/1316).12Reportedly,
he was a witness to the Sultan's conversion to Twelver
Shicism.13But, again, despite the period of relative peace
10 TUsi,
al-Nihayafi mujarradal-fiqh wa'l-fatawa(Qum:Quds

Muhammadi,
n.d.),69.
11 Tusi, al-Mabsiit fi fiqh al-Imimiyya, 8 vols. (Tehran:alMatbacaal-Haydariyya,1387/1967), 1: 99.
12 Said Arjomand,The Shadow of God and the Hidden Imam:
Religion, Political Orderand Societal Changein Shfite Iranfrom

theBeginningto 1890(Chicago:Univ.of ChicagoPress,1986),
29. See also p. 58 for other examples of the cordial relationsbetween the Shici jurists and the Ilkhanidkings.
13 S. H. M.
Jafri, "al-Hilli,"in EI2.
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between Shi'i and Sunni communities, there was no
change in the stance of Shi'i scholars on the question of
the wilaya in the adhdn.
Although the juridical works of scholars in thatperiod,
such as Abt MansurMuhammadb. Idris (d. 598/1201),
contain detaileddiscussions of the adhdn and iqdma,'4the
question of the wilaya in the adhdn is never even alluded
to. It is to be furthernoted that althoughIbn Idris appends
a separatesection on the recommendedparts (fa.dd'il) of
the adhdn, contrary to the practice of later scholars, he
does not mention the wildya in this section either.15
Other scholars of Hilla were more explicit in their rejection of the wildya in the adhdn. After enumeratingsegments of the adhdn in his Muctabar, Muhaqqiq al-Hilli
(d. 67611277)declares:"Anythingaddedto this is bidCa."'6
His contemporaryal-Hadhali (d. 690/1291) states in his
al-JamiCli'l-shard3icthat, although the wildya has been
narratedin rare traditions, it is not to be practiced as a
part of the adhan.'7
Although they were living under favorable political
conditions, thirteenth- and fourteenth-century jurists
concurredwith their predecessors on the issue. Thus the
aforementionedCAllamaal-Hilli explicitly forbidsthe recitationof the wilaya in his Nihayat al-ahkam, stating that
it is not permissible to recite it since there was no ruling
for it in the sharila (li-Cadamimashrii'yyatihi).'8

14

The iqamais the second call to prayerwhich is pronounced
beforeeachof the prescribed
dailyprayers.On the differences
in El2.
betweentheadhanandiqdma,see T.Juynboll,"Ikama,"
15 See CAli
Asghar al-Mawarid,Silsila al-yanabic al-fiqhiyya,

25 vols. (Beirut:Daral-Turath/al-Dar
al-Islamiyya,1410/1990),
4: 660-citing IbnIdris,al-Sara'ir.In anarticleon thewilayain
the adhdn,RidaUstadiexaminesthe rulingson the wildyaby
diverseShicijuristsfromthe time of al-Saduqto the present.
forprovidRizviof Toronto
I amindebtedto SayyidMuhammad
for the
useful
if
this
article.
with
a
me
Althoughquite
copy
ing
of thisstudy,Ustadi'sarticle,whichhasthetitle"Kalimat
purposes
al-aClamhawljawdz al-shahdda bi'l-wildya"bears no indication

of whereorwhenit waspublishedanddespitesomeeffort,I have
notbeenableto locateits source.
16Bidcarefersto an innovation,
whetherin belief or practice,
wasset at thetimeof theProphet.Later,
forwhichno precedent
wasmade
a distinction
to accommodate
changingcircumstances,
betweengood(henceacceptable)andbadbidCa.See J. Robson,
in El2.
"BidCa,"
17 As cited in al-Mawarid,Silsila, 4: 867.
18 al-Hasanb. Yuisufb. CAlial-Hilli,Nihdyaal-ahkamfimacrifa
al-ahkdm, 2 vols., 2nd ed. (Qum: Mu'assa Isma'iliyan, 1410/

Fourteenth-centuryShiCischolars based in JabalCAmil
followed the example of their predecessorsin prohibiting
the utteranceof the wildya in the adhdn. In his al-LumCa
al-dimashqiyya, Muhammad b. Jamal al-Din (d. 786/
1384), also called Shahid al-Awwal (Shahid I), definitively forbids the utterance of the wildya, even though,
he admits, it is in fact a reality (wa in kdna al-wdqic
kadhalik).19In his al-Durus, Shahid I further adds that
the wilaya is a credal issue, and is not a part of the
adhan.20He repeats al-Sadiq's proscription, saying that
the wildya in the adhdn is a concoction of the Mufawwida. As a matter of fact, Shahid I is consistent in prohibiting the recitation of the wilaya in the adhan in all
four of his majorjuridical works (al-LumCa,al-Dhikrd,
al-Baydn, and al-Durus).
The trend amongst the early jurists of either prohibiting or discouraging the pronunciation of the wilaya is
confirmedby anotherscholar of JabalCAmil,Zayn al-Din
b. CAlib. Ahmad al-Shami (Shahid II) (d. 966/1558). In
his Raw.daal-jindn he unequivocally affirmsthat the insertion of the wildya or anything of that nature in the
adhan is bidca (innovation) and that the reports about it
have been fabricated. The issue at stake, Shahid II reminds us, is not whether they (the family of the Prophet)
are the best of creatures or not. Rather, the question is
whether the wilaya can be inserted in an act of worship
which has been itself divinely ordained. Not every correct article of belief is worthy of insertion in the acts of
worship (Cibdddt)that have been legislated by the Lawgiver.21In his al-Masalik, Shahid II maintainsfurtherthat
it is forbidden (hardm) to add anything to the adhdn.22
In his commentary (sharh) on the LumCa,the same
Shahid II maintainsthat the wildya pertainsto a matterof
belief. It is not to be counted a part of the adhdn. He restates his previous assertion that inserting the wiliya in
the adhdn is tantamountto bidca. It is as if one were to

1990), 1: 412. Al-Hilli also prohibitsthe recitationof the wilaya
in his al-Muntahaand al-Tadhkira.See Ustadi, Kalimat,384-85.
There is no mention of the wildya in al-Hilli's Shardaici. See
ShardEicial-lslam f masd'il al-haldl wa'l-haram,4 vols. (Najaf:
al-Adab, 1389/1969), 1: 75-76.
19 Muhammadb. Jamal al-Din al-Makki al-'Amili, al-LumCa
al-dimashqiyya, 2nd ed., 10 vols. (Isfahan: Maktaba al-Imam
Amir al-Mu'minin,1398/1977), 1: 573.
20 As cited in Ustadi, Kalimat, 385.
21 Shahid
II, Rawda al-jinan fi sharh irshad al-adhhan (n.p.,
1886), 1: 242.
22 As cited in Ustadi, Kalimat, 385.
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add a rakca (unit of prayer) or the tashahhud (the shahdda) in the prayer.23
Mulla Ahmad al-Ardabili (d. 993/1585) (also called
Muqaddas)initially quotes al-Saduq'sproscriptionagainst
reciting the wildya and agrees with him. Al-Ardabili
furtherstates that pronouncing the wilaya is tantamount
to following the precedence set by CUmar,who had altered the adhan that is recited in the morningby inserting
the tathwib ("prayeris better than sleep"). Since the ShiCiscondemn CUmarfor adding an extraneous element to
the adhdn, it is improper for them to emulate such an
act.24It is to be noted, however, that al-Ardabili permits
the sending of blessings (salawdt) on the Prophetand his
family when his name is mentioned in the adhdn. This,
explains al-Ardabili, is because of the narrationof general traditions(Cumumal-akhbdr)recommendingthis act.
Significantly, he does not cite here the tradition from
Tabarsi's(d. 588/1192) al-Ihtijdj which, as we shall see,
was used by laterjurists to argue in favor of pronouncing
the wilaya in the adhdn.
The preceding discussion indicates that there was a
clear consensus reached by the early Shici jurists on either prohibiting or discouraging the utterance of the
wildya in the adhan. Those reciting the wilaya were marginalized and seen by jurists such as al-Saduq, CAllama
al-Hilli and al-Ardabilias extremists. No jurist in the preSafavid era, whether living in Baghdad, Hilla, or Jabal
CAmil,encouraged the practice. Indeed, no Shici jurist
even stated that, provided it was not intended to be a part
of the adhdn, the wildya may be recited-a distinction
that was to be drawn by subsequentjurists. In all probability, the reason why the pre-Safavidjurists prohibited
the recitation of the wildya was that, living with the vicissitudes of the Sunni milieu, they wanted to distance
themselves from all practices linked to the extremists.
This observation can be corroboratedfrom the fact that,
in prohibiting the wildya, they often quoted al-Saduq's
statement attributing this practice to the Mufawwida.
Furthermore,the jurists did not sanction the practice and
they did not consider hadith reports about it to be trustworthy.But, given the overall prohibitionagainst reciting
the wildya in the adhdn, when then did the practice begin
among the general Shici populace? How was it to be vindicated? It is to these questions that I now turn.

THE WILAYAIN THE ADHAN IN THE SAFAVID ERA
(907-1201/1501-1786)

The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries saw the gradual establishment and eventual triumph of Shi'ism under the Safavid rulers of Iran. As Scarcia-Amorettihas
shown, even before the establishment of the Safavid dynasty, the atmosphereof relative religious eclecticism in
Iranhad engendereda devotion to CAli,in particular,and
to the household of the Prophet, in general.25In 907/
1501, Shah Isma'il (d. 930/1524), the first Safavid ruler,
used this prevailingpro-CAlisentimentto declareTwelver
Shicism the official religion of the state.26The replacement of Sunnism by Shicism requireda rigorouspolicy of
religious conversion that would help transformShicism
from a sectarian into a national religion. Propagationof
the Shici faith also necessitatedthe impositionof measures
that would enhance doctrinal and liturgical uniformity.
Thus Shah Ismacil sought different ways to encourage
public expression of Islam in a Shici form. He had the
names of the twelve imams mentionedin the sermonsand
issued a commandmentstating that the first three caliphs
were to be publicly cursed. Whoever refused to do so was
to be killed.27 He also issued a decree stating that the
wilaya was to be mentioned in the adhan.28It was therefore only in this era that the wilaya in the adhdn was first
promulgated and practiced at the popular level with
official sanction. The insertion of the wilaya in the adhdn
was thus deeply intertwined with the Safavid rulers' attempts at implanting a deeper commitment to Shicism
amongst the Iranianmasses.
It is to be rememberedthat before the advent of the
Safavids, Shicism was largely nonexistent in Iran.29But,
25 Said
TheShadowof God,106.
Arjomand,
26 Variousreasonshavebeenofferedfortheimpositionof ShiCismas the statereligion.Accordingto Lambton,the Safavids
chose Shicismto differentiatetheir domainsfrom the Sunni
Ottomanempireandto createa senseof unityamongsttheirsubjects.It alsoenabledthe Safavidsto existas a separateentityresisting,thereby,absorptioninto the Ottomanempire.Citedin
R. Savory, Studies on the History of Safavid Iran (London:

Variorum
Reprints,1987),sec. III,84; XII,20.

27 H. Rumlu, Ahsan Tavarikh (Baroda: Oriental Institute,

in
1350/1931),61. See also A. Lambton,StateandGovernment
23 See Shahid Sharh
II,
al-lumca, 1: 573.
24 al-Muqaddasal-Ardabili, Majmac al-fa'ida wa'l burhan
fi

sharhirshadal-adhhdn
(Qum:Jami'aal-Mudarrisin,
1403/1982),
2: 181.

Medieval Islam: An Introductionto the study of Islamic Political
Theory: The Jurists (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1981), 264;
Savory, Studies, 64.
28
Rumlu, Ahsan, 61.
29
Rumlu, Ahsan, 61.
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thereafter, popular practices related to Shicim were accepted by the masses even if they were not previously
sanctionedby thejurists. Various otherdevices were used
to enforce and propagate the now officially proclaimed
Shicism, among them public expression of grief during
the first twelve days of Muharramto mark the martyrdom of the Prophet's grandson, Husayn b. CAli(d. 61/
680) at Kerbala.30
By Shah Tahmasp'stime (931-84/1524-76), therewere
acts of self mortificationand canonical cursing (laCn)of
the first three caliphs on a massive scale.31 In fact, in
917 A.H. the Shici jurist CAllb. Husayn al-Karaki(d. 937
or 940) wrote a tract on the incumbency of cursing the
caliphs.32Another way to promulgate Shicism was to
encourage the visitation of the shrines of the imams or
theirdescendants(imdm-zideh).33One more example was
the pronunciationof the wilaya in the adhdn, which was
thus clearly one means of popularizingShi'ism amongst
the laity. Gradually,these public ritualsbecame the focus
of socio-religious life in Persia and became deeply embedded in the minds of the masses.
The imposition of Shi'lsm on a predominantlySunni
community was bound to meet with opposition, especially from the Culamda.Many Sunni Culama'were put to
death;many others fled to areas where Sunnism still prevailed.34They were replaced by Shi'i scholars who were
importedinto Safavid territory,mainly from JabalCAmil.
The attitudeof these incoming Shici jurists towards public processions and dramasappearsto have been dictated
by pragmatism.As long as it did not directly contravene
normativedoctrine, popularculture was accepted. Tolerance towards acts of popular devotion was the price the
culama' paid for mass conversion to Shicism. In all probability, since the wilaya in the adhan did not contradict
the sense of ShiCIdoctrine and it enhanced the propagation of Shicism at the popular level, the jurists did not
feel the need to voice an objection to it. Moreover, as

30 Under Shah CAbbasI (1587-1629), the Muharramceremonies, which had been limited to their devotional and folkloric aspects, became a great festival, both civil and religious. See Jean
Calmard, "ShiCi Rituals and Power, II: The Consolidation of
Safavid Shitism: Folklore and PopularReligion,"in Safavid Persia, ed. C. Melville (London: I. B. Tauris, 1996), 143.
31 Calmard,"Shici Rituals,"143.
32
Arjomand, Shadow, 165, citing Sayyid CAbdal-Husayn
Khatunabadi,Vaqdyi' al-sanin va'l-avam (Tehran:Islamiyya,
1352/1973).
33
Arjomand,Shadow, 165.
34 R. Savory, "Safavid Persia,"in The CambridgeHistory of
Islam, ed. Holt, Lambton, and Lewis (Cambridge:Cambridge

they had recently migrated to Iran and were largely patronized by the kings, the Shici Culamdawere hardly in a
position to challenge the policies of the Safavid rulers.35
The Shici affiliations of the nascent state needed social
expression. One way of fostering this was through the
adhdn. Henceforth, the role of the adhdn was not to be
confined to calling the faithful to prayer, but rather, it
was to be used to avow the ShiCiidentity of the Safavid
state. Along with other measuresundertakenby the state,
the adhdn was used to propagate Shicism at a popular
level. The adhdn was also used for polemical purposes
i.e., to remindthe Shicis of their allegiance to CAlland his
immediate succession to Muh.ammad.Due to its popular
appeal,ShiCijuristsrefrainedfrom denouncingthe practice
in public.By theirsilence thejuristsin effect approvedand
accepted popular practice.36
A statement made by Muhammad Taqi Majlisi I
(d. 1070/1659), in his Persian commentaryon al-Saduq's
Man dl yahduruhu al-faqih, further indicates why the
Shici jurists were now willing to allow the recitation of
the wiliya in the adhan and thus reverse the rulings of
earlier jurists. He states that in most parts of the country, the wilaya was recited in the adhan. When people
omitted the wildya, they were accused of being Sunnis.
Ironically, in this tract, Majlisi I invokes the doctrine of
dissimulation (taqiyya-what

I call inverse taqiyya) to

recite the wiliya. Stated differently,taqiyya was used to
assert ratherthan to hide Shici identity, that is, the wildya
was to be recited so as to avert accusationsof being affiliated to the Sunnis. Majlisi I goes on to cite the example

Univ. Press, 1970), 398; see also R. Savory,Iran under the Safavids (Cambridge:CambridgeUniv. Press, 1980), 29.
35 N. Keddie, "The Roots of the CUlama'sPower in Moder
Iran,"Studia Islamica 29 (1969): 42.
36 The new polemical role envisaged for the adhdnby the Safavids is furtherelucidatedby a twentieth-centuryscholar, Ahmad
Zanjani,in his "Khayral-umir." In it he narrateshow MuCawiya
stirredthe feelings of the masses by wearing the blood-stained
shirtof cUthmanand by commandinghis governorsto curse CAll
from the pulpits.Zanjaniadds thatwhen the Shicis came to power
in Iran,the monarch-although he does not identify him, Zanjani
is undoubtedlyreferringto Shah Ismacil-decided to mentionthe
wilaya five times every day in orderto repudiatethe adversaries.
He also declaredthat in the sermons, after the name of God and
the Prophet,greetings and blessings be invoked on CAlland his
infallible descendants. The wildya, according to Zanjajni,was a
response to the curses invoked on CAli in Mucawiya's time.
However, this was not done with the intention of it being a part
of the adhan but, rather,to embellish the adhan and to refute the
argumentsof the adversaries(Ustadi,Kalimat,407).
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of his own teacher,MawlanaCAbdAllah, who, aftermuch
discussion, had decided to stop utteringthe wilaya in the
adhan. He adds that his teacher was accused of being a
Sunni. Majlisi then advised his teacher to recite the
wilaya, to defend himself against accusationsof having a
Sunni penchant. This was his practice for as long as he
lived.37
The popular practice of reciting CAli's wilaya in the
adhan was sanctioned in the Shici juridical texts for the
first time by Majlisi I in his Raw.da al-muttaqin. In fact,
he explicitly allows and even justifies the practice. Com-

menting on al-Saduq'sstatement,he states: "It is difficult
to be certain that these traditions [on the wilaya] are due
to their [the Mufawwida's] fabrications." He further ar-

gues in favor of accepting rare wildya traditions by
claiming that this genre of traditions may be authentic
but not well known. Moreover, he adds,
just because the Mufawwidaor the Sunnis performan act
does not mean that we can be certain that the truthlies in
its contrary or that they [the traditions on the wilP' -j
have been fabricatedunless thereare [traditionstransmitted] from them [the imams] which clearly indicate this.
These have not been transmitted[from them]. Moreover,
the ShiCisused to perform it in the olden times and still
do so. It is also clear that if one were to act upon it [pronouncing the wilaya] he would not be a sinner.38
Majlisi I was aware that his ruling on the issue was
markedly different from the opinions expressed by the
jurists. He vindicated this transformation by claiming: "It
is possible it was forbidden before [this time] due to taqiyya [dissimulation], just as many ahadith [traditions]
urge the omission of hayya Caldkhayr al-'amal [hasten to
the best of deeds] from the adhan due to taqiyya." He
further adds:
It is not clear who al-Saduq meant by the Mufawwida; it
seems that anyone who did not accept the sahw [acts of
inadvertence]of the Prophetwas a Mufawwida,39or anyone who believed in inserting [anything] in the acts of
worship [which are different]from those practicedby the
Prophet is a Mufawwida. On this basis, all Shicis, apart

37 As cited in Ustadi, Kalimat, 388.
38 Cited in
Ustadi, Kalimat, 387.
39 On this see al-Saduq,Man la yahduruhual-faqih, 1: 234-35.
See also the discussionin McDermott,The Theologyof ShaykhalMufid(Beirut:Darel-Machreq,1399/1978),356. Al-Saduqdeclares
those who reject the sahw of the Prophet to be amongst the
Mufawwida.
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fromal-Saduqandhis teacher,wouldbe [classifiedas]
Mufawwida.40
A close study of Man la yahduruhu al-faqih indicates

that Majlisi I's contention that al-Saduiqhad possibly prohibited the wilaya due to taqiyya cannot be substantiated.
As a matterof fact, just before he prohibitsthe wilaya in
the adhan, al-Saduq poses the question as to whether
"hayya cald khayr al-'amal" can be omitted from the

adhdn. This, he states, can be done if one has to dissimulate.41Al-Saduq clearly delineates parts of the adhdn
which can be omitted or altered when living under conditions of taqiyya. The fact that he unequivocally rules
thatthe wilaya should not be mentionedat all in the adhan
and ascribes this practice to the Mufawwida suggests that
taqiyya was not a factor in his ruling on the issue.
Majlisi I turns the argumenton its head. First, he refutes the contention that the paucity of wilaya traditions
implies they are not authentic. In essence, he refutes the
views of jurists like Tuisiand Hilli, arguing that the fact
that traditionsabout the wilaya are sparse does not imply
that they are spurious. Having argued the possibility of
theirveracity,Majlisi I then claims that, accordingto both
al-Sadiq and Tisi, traditionsallowing the pronouncement
of the wilaya are available.For this reason,the wilaya can
be recited, although not as a part of the adhan.
Despite Majlisi I's efforts at accommodatingthe wilaya
in the adhan, his contemporariesdid not concur with him.
Thus al-Muhaqqiqal-Sabzawari (d. 1090/1679) states in
Dhakhiratal-macdd: "Thejurists have clearly stated that
it is an innovation (bidca) and that inserting it in the
adhan is dependent on al-tawqif al-sharCi [its divine or-

dainment],a fact which has not been established."42Fayd
al-Kashani (d. 1091/1680) maintains in his Mafdtlh alshardaic that reciting the wilaya is an abominable (makruh)

act that is contraryto the sunna.43Vindicating the wilaya
was clearly more difficultin thejuridicaltexts thanin popular practice.
Nevertheless, the argument for the recitation of the
wildya in the adhan was furtherenhancedby Muhammad
al-Baqir(CAllama)Majlisi (d. 1110/1698). Like his namesake, Majlisi II twists the discussion about the wilaya on
its head. It is not impossible, he states, that the wilaya is
among the mustahabb(recommended)partsof the adhdn.

40

Ustadi, Kalimdt,387.
al-Saduq,Man la yahduruhual-faqih, 1: 188.
42
Ustadi, Kalimat, 389.
43 Thatis, to the actions of the Prophetandhis companions.See
"sunna,"in Shorter Encyclopedia of Islam (Leiden: E. J. Brill,
41

1974);Ustadi,Kalimat,389.
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This is because Tusi, al-Hilli, Shahid I, and others have
testified that rare reportsabout it have been narrated.By
quoting the opinions of preceding scholars, he declares
that reportsconcerning it, although sparse, are available.
The very point which al-Sadhq and Tusi invoked to prohibit the wilaya-reports being rare-is used by Majlisi
II, in fact, to permit it.44
To furthervindicate the inclusion of the wilaya in the
adhan, Majlisi ingeniously divides segments of the adhan
into obligatory and recommended parts. The wilaya, he
declares, may be uttered as a recommended part of the
adhan. By this neat bifurcation,he was able to undermine
the objections of those arguing against inserting an extraneouselement to an act of worship. He was thus also
able finally to accommodate the wildya as a component
(albeit only a recommendedone) of the adhan.45
CAllamaMajlisi also introducesa new element into the
discussion. Besides citing rational proofs to justify pronouncing the wilaya, as a recommended act, he adduces scriptural proof to sanction the practice, a point
which was appropriated by most subsequent jurists.
Majlisi II quotes a tradition cited in Tabarsi'sal-Ihtijaj.
There Tabarsi narrates a tradition from al-Qasim b.
Mucgwiya, who is quoted as saying:
I saidto AbuCAbdAllah[Jacfaral-Sadiq]thatthey [the
Sunnis]transmita traditionin their[bookson the]mi'rdj
thatwhentheProphetwastakenon thenight
[indicating]
ascensionhe sawwritingonthethronewhichread:"There
is theProphetof Godand
is no godbutGod,Muhammad
to have
one."Al-Sadiqis reported
AbuBakris thetruthful
have
altered
be
to
God,
everythey
"Glory
responded:
thing,includingthis?"Al-Qasimreplied:"Yes."Al-Sadiq
then reportedlysaid:"WhenGod, the Almighty,most
Glorious,createdthethrone,he wroteon it: "Thereis no
is the Prophetof Godand
god butGodandMuhammad
of thefaithful."
CAliis theCommander
This long traditionthen ends with JaCfaral-Sadiq (d. 147/
765) telling al-Qasim that "whenever one of you recites
the shahdda, he should also say 'CAliis the Commander
of the faithful'."46

44 MuhammadBaqir al-Majlisi, Bihdr al-anwar al-jdmiCalidurariakhbdral-a'imma al-athar, 110 vols. (Beirut:Ihya'Turath

al-Arabi,1403/1982),84: 111.
45 Onthedistinction
betweenessentialandrecommended
parts
Shahada
b. MullaIbrahim
of anact,seeMuhammad
al-Muzaffar,
al-thalitha dar adhdn va iqdme (Qum: Chap Nur, 1978), 2-3.

46 Ahmadb. CAlib. Abi Talib Tabarsi,al-Ihtijij(Mashad:
Sacid,1403/1982),158.

Since this tradition does not delineate the circumstances under which the wildya is to be pronounced,it is
interpretedby Majlisi II to be general, not restrictive in
its applicability. Hence the wilaya in the adhdn is construedby him to be subsumedunderand even justified by
this tradition. Majlisi adds that, if anyone utters the
wilaya in order to attain baraka (blessings) without intending it to be a part of the adhdn, then he is not a sinner, for the community has allowed any form of speech
duringthe adhdnand iqama.This, Majlisi adds, is the best
supplication and dhikr (recollection).47Thus what was
considered to be bidca by the precedingjurists becomes,
for Majlisi II and most subsequent Shici jurists, a sunna.
But Majlisi II needed scripturalsupportfor his ruling on
the adhdn. This was provided by Ja'far al-Sadiq's hadith
as found in al-Ihtijdj.
The tradition, which is evidently polemical in nature,
is transmittedto refute a Sunni claim about the micraj.
Ratherthan dealing with the question of the wilaya in the
adhdn, it purportsto repudiatea Sunni claim by offering
a Shi'i version of the same event. That Tabarsi'stradition
is not germane to the wildya in the adhdn can be discerned from the fact that, although it was reported by
Tabarsi in the sixth century (four hundredyears before
Majlisi II), ShICischolars prior to Majlisi II did not consider that it provided sufficient proof to permit the recitation of the wilaya. In fact, no proponentof the wilaya
before Majlisi II even referred to it in discussing the
wilaya. Thus, despite Majlisi's reference to Tabarsi'stradition, the fact remains that it did not occur to previous
jurists to refer to it, since it did not evidently point to the
wilaya in the adhdn.
Moreover,the traditionwas not reportedby any scholar
before Tabarsi.As a matterof fact, the latter authordoes
not cite the source of this tradition.Most of the traditions
cited in al-Ihtijdjare mursal, i.e., they do not have any isnid (chain of transmission)appended.In the introduction
to his work, Tabarsiclaims that he did not appendchains
of transmissions, either because there existed an ijmac
(consensus) in reference to narratingmost traditions reported in his book, or because the traditions in it agree
with reasoning, or because they were well known.48
However, the traditionof al-Qasim b. MuCawiyawas certainly not known to the likes of al-Sadiq or Tusi or
scholars before Tabarsisince none of them had cited it.
Moreover, even though most Shi'i hadith scholars are

47 Majlisi, Bihar, 84: 111-12.

48 Tabarsi,al-Ihtijdj,14. See also AghaBuzurgTihrani,alildtasanifal-shfa, 29 vols.(Beirut:Daral-Adwa',1403/
DhariCa
1983),1: 281.
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agreed that mursal traditions cannot be considered probative, this tradition has been continuously quoted by
subsequent Shici scholars in supportingtheir own ruling
on the wilaya.49A slight digression is necessary to show
how traditions whose authenticity is not established in
the sources can be used to rule that acts such as uttering
the wilaya can be recommended.
THE PRINCIPLE OF LENIENCY IN DEDUCING
PROOFS FOR RECOMMENDED ACTS

Based on principles established in usal al-fiqh,50Shici
jurists often relax the stringent criteria set for accepting
traditionsin matterspertainingto recommendedor abominable acts. Due to the relatively lax conditions involved,
this principle is called qadida al-tasamuh ft adilla alsunan. Based on it, jurists have ruled that, in matterspertaining to recommendedpractices, even if the reliability
of a hadith cannot be fully ascertained, it may be acted
on with the hope that the act will be accepted (raja' almatlubiyya)and one will be rewardedfor it even if, in reality, the traditionis not authentic. Various traditionsare
cited to vindicate this principle. In one such tradition,Jacfar al-Sadiq is reportedto have told his disciple Hisham
b. Salim al-Jawaliqi (fl. second century):
Whoeverhas received(manbalaghahu)a [report]from
theProphet,peacebe uponhim,aboutthemeritsof [performing]an act andhe acts accordingto thatreport,he
forit evenif theProphet,peacebe upon
will be rewarded
him,didnot stateit.51
Due to the prefix "whoever has received," this genre of
traditions is called man balaghahu. In essence, the principle indicates that, in contrastto obligatory acts, a jurist

49 See MuhsiniA., Buhithfi Cilmal-rijdl(Qum:1404/1983),
136; ShahidII, Sharhal-biddyafi Cilmal-dirdya (Tehran:Maktab
ChehlSutun,1402/1982),140.Therearecertainconditionswhen
mursalahadithareacceptable.See the discussionin ShahidII,
Sharh al-biddya, 141.

50 Besides
establishingprinciplesfor extrapolating
juridical
rulings,usulal-fiqhalsoestablishesthetheoryof juristicpractice
to deduceadditional
lawsthatcannotbe directlyderivedfromthe
revealedsources.
51 See Muhammadb. al-Hasanal-Hurral-'Amili,Wasadil
al-shfa ild tahsil masiail al-sharfa, 4th ed., 20 vols. (Beirut:

Kitab
al-Arabi,1391/1971),1:60, quotingal-Barqi's
Ihya'Turath
al-mahasin.For othertraditionson this, see also al-Muzaffar,
Shahada, 9.
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does not need indubitableproofs to rule in favor of performing a recommendedact. However, no jurist can rule
that the performance of an act is incumbent, based on
these kinds of traditions.52
By appealing to the rarewilaya traditionsalluded to by
al-Saduiqand Tisi and the principle of al-tasimuh, most
post-Safavid jurists ruled that the wilaya can be considered a recommendedpart of the adhdn. Thus the faithful
are assuredof rewardfor reciting the wilaya in the adhan
even if, in reality, the imams have not actually uttered
such traditions.53However, as al-Muzaffar points out,
even those jurists who mentioned the wilaya traditions
about the adhdn also claimed that these have been fabricated. Man balaghahu traditions,argues al-Muzaffar,do
not cover reportsknown to be fabricated.Thus it is known
that the imams did not, in fact, state what is claimed by
the report. Only those traditions that might have been
utteredby the imams are subsumedunderthe principle of
al-tasdmuh.54
Jurists like Majlisi and those after him were searching
for ways to have the wildya inserted in the adhdn. Thus,
althoughit does not have an isndd (chain of transmission)
appended, they seized on Tabarsi'stradition and, invoking the tasdmuh principle, ruled that the wilaya can be
considered to be a recommended part of the adhdn.
Therefore, if the wilaya could not be deemed to be an
essential part, it could, because of Tabarsi'straditionand
the principle of al-tasamuh, be reckonedto be among the
recommendedparts of the adhdn. The post-Majlisi II era
shows a clear evolution in the thinking of the Shicifuqahd3 on the issue. Whereas ShiCijurists before him were
generallyagreedon not recitingthe wildya,juristsafterhim
were generally agreed (with few exceptions) on its pronouncement. Subsequentfiqh works evinced even more
argumentsto vindicate its insertion in the adhan.
Most scholars after Majlisi II followed his line of
argument and quote al-Sadiq's tradition as cited by
Tabarsi. For example, in his Mafatilhal-fayd, al-Wahid
al-Bahbahani(d. 1205/1790) states that to pronouncethe
wildya with the intention of it being a part of the adhan
is forbidden,as this is bidca. However, to recite it for the
sake of receiving blessings is allowed. Justas, afterstating
"God is great" in the adhan, many people state: "the
most lofty, sublime" (jalla jalalah) and cite other praises
of God, and after bearing testimony to Muhammad's
52 See Muhammad
al-Baqir al-Sadr, Duras fi Cilmal-usal, 3

vols. (Beirut:DarKitabal-Lubnani,1399/1978),2: 204, 3: 258
[part1], fordetailsof thisprinciple.
53 al-Muzaffar,
Shahdda,11.
54 al-Muzaffar,
Shahada,12.
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prophecy, it is recommended to invoke God's blessings
on the Prophet(althoughthese are not partof the adhan),
similarly,it is recommendedthat the wilaya be recited after the shahada, based on the hadithcited in al-lhtijij and
other general traditions. Bahbahani asks poignantly: "Is
there an obstacle to ruling that this be a recommended
act? The fact that a reportis raredoes not mean it cannot
be practiced as a mustahabb (recommended) act." As a
matter of fact, Bahbahani adds, this was Tisi's normal
practice.Whenever he comes across a rarereport,he recommends that it be acted upon. For example, Tuisirules,
based on a reportfrom Ibn Yaqin, that it is recommended
to repeat a prayer if one forgets to recite the adhdn and
iqdma at the beginning.55In any case, he adds, to speak
during the adhan and iqama is permissible. If futile
speech does not invalidate the adhdn, then what about an
auspicious act (tayammun)which bestows blessings?56
PRE-MODERN AND MODERN PERIODS

Most of the Qajarrulers(1209-1344/1794-1925) in Iran
were committedto upholdingShicism as the state religion,
reversingtherebythe anti-religiouspolicies of NadirShah
(d. 1160/1747). Aqa MuhammadKhan(d. 1212/1797), the
firstQajarking, reaffirmedthis commitmentwhen he was
crowned Shah in 1210/1796. His pious nephew Fath 'Ali
Shah (d. 1250/1834) continued his religious policies by
building mosques and commissioning the composition of
ShiCitheological works. He also built the Faydiya theological college in Qum57and took special pains to show
respect to the Culamda.58Under these favorable conditions, the religious centers and Shici Culamdaflourished.
ShiCIjurists living under the Qajarrulers thus continued to use the adhdn to assert their religious affiliations.
Most jurists of the epoch concurred with the rulings of
post-Safavid jurists. Jacfarb. Khidr al-Najafi Kashif alGhita' (d. 1228/1813), for example, maintained that, if
one remembersthe Commanderof the faithful with the
intentionof exhibiting his status, manifestinghis preponderance, or to refute the views of the opponents and defy
the obstinate ones, then he will be rewarded for it.59
55 See Muhammadb. Jacfar
Tisi, Tahdhibal-ahkamfi sharh alMuqnica, 10 vols. (Tehran:Dar al-Kutub al-Islamiyya, 1365/
1945), 2: 279. The fact that Tusi contraveneshis normalpractice
(i.e., he does not recommendthe recitationof the wilaya in the
adhan based on rarereports)suggests that he did not find the reports on it to be reliable. This is not pointed out by Bahbahani.
56 As cited in Ustidi, Kalimat, 392.
57 Arjomand,Shadow, 218.
58 A. Lambton,
QdjarPersia (London:Tauris, 1987), 286.
59 Cited in Ustadi, Kalimdt,394.

Given the favorable ambiance in which the Shicis now
found themselves, the wildya in the adhdn was used as a
polemical weapon to demonstratethe preponderanceof
the Shici faith. For Kashif al-Ghita', the polemical function that the wildya performedcould outweigh the objections of the likes of al-Saduq and Tisi. As a matter of
fact, Kashif al-Ghita' further declares that mentioning
the wildya of CAliin the adhdn is not sufficientto indicate
CAl's preponderancebecause the term wildya has diverse
meanings and could be used in differentways. Moreover,
all believers are friends (awliyad) of God. In order to
differentiate CAlifrom and elevate him above all other
friends of God, he says, it is better to state that CAliis the
khalifa bild fasl (the successor to Muhammad without
any interruption),or the Commanderof the faithful, or
the best of creation after the Prophet.Moreover, he adds,
by doing this, there will be no doubt in the minds of the
masses that this statementis not a part of the adhdn. For
Kashif al-Ghita', the wildya in the adhdn was not a mere
declarationof faith or statementof a cardinaldoctrine. It
was to be used as a badge of identity to show the superiority of CAliover the other caliphs and to assert his immediate succession to Muhammad.
Al-Fadil al-Naraqi (d. 1244/1828) claims that tawalli
(the view that the segments must follow each other in sequence without interruption)is not a stipulation of the
adhan or the iqama. Neither is it specified that the segmentsof the adhan should not be separated.So pronouncing the wilaya does not contravene the conditions of the
adhan. He asks poignantly: how can one be permittedto
utterfutile words duringthe adhan and yet not be allowed
to state the truth? The fact that reports concerning the
wilaya are rare, al-Naraqi adds, is not an impediment in
ruling thatthe wildya is a sunna. This is so becausejurists
often accept rare reportsand rule that it is recommended
to undertake an act based on these kinds of narrations
basedon the principleof al-tasdmuh.60
Thejuristsforesaw,
however, a possible danger that lay ahead for the Shi'i
laity, i.e., that through continuous practice, the wildya
could appearto many to be an integralpart of the adhdn.
Despite a continuous reminderthat the wildya was not a
partof the adhdn, any caller to prayercould recite it without being aware of this distinction. The Shi'i jurists
countered this by disclaiming their own responsibility.
Juristslike al-Fadil al-Naraqistated thatthe fault lay with
the ignorantmasses who, despite several reminders,were
not awareof the ruling on the issue. Othersrecommended
that the wildya be recited in a different mannerso that it
would become apparentthatit was not a partof the adhdn.
Al-Muhaqqiq al-Qummi (d. 1231/1815), for example,
60

Ustadi, Kalimdt,396.
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states in his Jamical-shitat that it ought to be recited only
once in the adhan and that it be totally omitted from the
iqama.61 However, for the ShiCi laity, the wilaya had
become an integral segment of the adhdn. Few, if any,
distinguish it from other parts of the adhan.
Post-Majlisi II jurists had to vindicate not only the
popular practice of reciting the wilaya but they also had
to deal with the vexing problemof explicating the prohibition by earlierjurists. In his Burhdnal-fiqh, Sayyid CAli
Bahr al-'Ulum (d. 1298/1880) maintains that the verdict
of al-Saduq, Tisi, and other jurists is a product of their
own personal reasoning (ijtihad). The fact that there are
general traditions (like the one cited in al-Ihtijdj) obviates the need for a report specifically recommending the
wilaya; that is, even though there are no specific reports
regarding the wildya, Tabarsi's general tradition is
enough to rule that it is a recommendedpractice. Just as
there are reports suggesting that whenever the name of
the Prophet is mentioned, it is recommended to send
blessings on him, similarly Tabarsi'stradition indicates
that whenever the shahdda is recited, it is recommended
to recite the wilaya. The adhdn and the iqama, says Bahr
al-'Ulum, both fall under this category.62
Despite the emerging consensus in the eighteenth and
nineteenthcenturies that the wildya be recited as a partof
the adhan, dissenting views were also expressed. Even in
the middle of the nineteenth century, many Shicis refused to recite it. Thus, the aforementionedJaCfarKashif
al-Ghita3 had initially asked Fath CAliShah to ban the
innvation.63Later in that century, the Culamdaof India
encouragedthe community to abandonthe practice but it
failed to do so.64SimilarlyMahmudb. Mirza CAllal-Naqi

Mirza CAlial-Naqi adds that,as for the wilaya traditions
referredto by erstwhile scholars, they are not to be acted
upon because the scholars consideredthem to be rareand
fabricated. He admits that previous Shici jurists had
maintainedthat rare and weak reports could be used for
ruling in favor of undertakingrecommendedacts. But the
fact that they did not do so in this case shows that they
had concurredon abandoningtheir normalpractice in regard to this issue. In essence, Mirza 'All al-Naqi rejected
the verdict of later scholars like Majlisi II that the wilaya
can be recited as a recommendedpart of the adhan.65
Once the wilaya was generally accepted, however,
reversing the trendwas bound to be difficult. Subsequent
discussion focused on the basis on which it could be
recited and on whether or not it was a recommendedpart
of the adhan. Most jurists approvedthe practice by quoting the argumentsof Majlisi I and II and the traditionof
al-Sadiq cited in al-Ihtijij.
It is importantto note that just as the pre-Safavidjurists agreed on prohibitingthe wilaya, post-Safavidfuqaha' concurred in permitting it. Thus the agreement of
most laterjurists was in starkcontrastto the consensus of
their predecessors. The argumentsadvanced by the likes
of Majlisi I and II had the effect of convincing subsequent jurists that the wilaya could be recited, although
not as an integralpartof the adhan. The pressureof popularpractice and the distinct possibility of adversepublic
reactionforced the jurists to accommodatethe wiliya, reversing, thereby, the consensus of erstwhile scholars.
Most Shici jurists of the present century have also
ruled that it is recommendedto recite the wilaya. The late
Ayatullah Muhsin al-Hakim (d. 1390/1970) goes further

(d. 1300/1882), the author of al-Mawdhib al-sanniyya, re-

in his al-Mustamsak stating:

futes the argumentsof Majlisi II andotherShicijurists. He
declaresthatdue to lack of evidence, the wilaya cannot be
recitedeven as a recommendedsegment of the adhdn.The
traditionin al-Ihtijdjcannot be used as proof for permitting the wilaya since it, like many other traditions,merely
mentions the excellencies of CAli,indicating thereby his
general virtues. The tradition in al-Ihtijdj, like other
traditions about the merits of CAli,merely indicates the
superiorityof CAli,and is not linked to the adhan or the
iqdma.

61 Ustadi, Kalimat, 394.
62

Cited in Ustadi, Kalimat, 399.
63 Modarressi,Crisis, 44, n. 140,
quoting Akhbari,Risalat dar
shahddatbar wilayat, 181-83. As noted above, he later accepted
the practice.
64 MuhsinAmin,ACyanal-Shia, 11 vols. (Beirut:Daral-TaCaruf,
1951), 2: 205.

... in this era it [the wilaya] is counted amongst the symbols of [true] faith and a sign of Shi'ism. In this regard,
it [reciting the wilaya] becomes preponderantaccording
to the sharia; in fact, it could be obligatory [to recite it]
but not with the intention of being a part of the adhan.
From this, the reason stated in [Majlisi II's] al-Bihdr becomes clear, i.e., it is not improbablefor the attestation
of the wilaya to be counted as a recommendedpartof the
adhan. This is due to the testimony of the Shaykh [Tiisi],
CAllama[al-Hilli], Shahid I, and others that traditions
have been reported to this effect. This is further supported by the tradition [reported]by al-Qasim b. MuCawiya cited in al-lhtijjdj of Tabarsifrom al-Sadiq.... 66

65 As cited in
Ustadi, Kalimat, 400.

66 Muhsin

al-Hakim, Mustamsak al-Curwaal-wuthqa (Qum:
Maktabaal-Marashial-Najafi, 1969), 5: 545.
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Al-Hakim argues that the purpose of reciting the
wilaya was not restricted to attaining rewards or blessings. The wilaya symbolized Shi'i ideals, identity, and
aspirations. Thus depending on the circumstances, reciting the wilaya could even be made incumbent on the
faithful even though, as he cautions, it should not be recited as a part of the adhdn. Significantly, when referring to the wilaya as a Shi'i symbol, al-Hakim links it to
Majlisi II's statement,thus corroboratingmy earlier contentionthatthe Safavidera marksthe time when the adhan
began to assume a polemical tenor, serving as a means of
defiance and a badge of identity for Shicis living now
under the patronageof the Safavid rulers.
Sharaf al-Din al-Misawi (d. 1377/1957) also disagrees
with his predecessors stating that
thosewhodeclaredthewilayaprohibited
haveerredand
cited an isolatedruling(shadhdha).They [even]saidit
was an innovation(bidCa).
[reciterof
Everymu'adhdhin
theadhdn]in Islamrecitesa few wordsbeforetheadhan
whichhe connectswithit. Likein his saying:"Praisebe
to Godwhodidnottakea son ... " or other[words]like
these.... These have not been legislatedby the Lawgiver(Shric) in theadhdnyet theyarenotconsideredto
be innovations,
neitheris it certainlyprohibited
to do so,
becausethe callersto prayerdo not see themas being
partsof the adhdn.They merelyrecitethembasedon
generalproofswhich includethese [words].Similarly,
the attestationto CAli'swilayaafterthe two shahadain
theadhdnis an actbasedon generalproofswhichallow
it. Moreover,a few wordsdo notinvalidatetheadhanor
the iqama;neitheris it prohibited
(hardm)to recitethem
in theirmidst,so wheredid [thequestionof] innovation
andprohibition
comefrom... ?67
Post-Safavid jurists had to explain the prohibition of
the erstwhile jurists, justifying, in the process, the transformation from bidca to sunna. They did this by various
means. Whereas Majlisi I claimed that they had prohibited the wilaya due to taqiyya, Bahr al-cUlim insisted
that it was due to the personal reasoning of the earlier
jurists. Hence it was not binding on laterjurists. Despite
the consensus reached by pre-Safavidjurists, Sharaf alDin al-Musawi could still claim that their ruling on the
wilaya was an isolated one.
Ayatullah Araki (d. 1415/1994) states in a treatise
entitled "Guidancein matterof the shahdda of the wilaya

67 Sharaf al-Din
al-Musawi,al-Nass wa'l-ijtihad(Qum:Sayyid

al-Shuhada',
1404/1983),243-44.

in the adhan and iqama being a part of them like other
parts":
Theauthorof Kitabal-salafafi amral-khildfa,Shaykh
CAbd
Allahal-Maraghial-Misri,a Sunni,says thatSalman al-Farisiattestedto the wilaya of CAllin them
[adhanand iqdma]afterattestingto the prophecyduring the time of the Prophet.A manentered[to see] the
Prophetof God and said: "O Prophetof God, I have
hearda thingwhichI have not heardbefore."He [the
Prophet]said:"Andwhatis this?"He said: "Afterthe
shahada [testimony]to the risala [prophecy],Salman
bore witness in his adhdn a shahdda to the wilaya of

'Ali."He replied:"Youhavehearda goodthing."68
Thereafter,it is also claimed the eminent companionAbi
Dharral-Ghifarialso bore testimony to the wilaya of CAli
following the testimony to the prophecy of Muhammad
in the adhdn.
A new argumentis now added to the debate, i.e., this
was practicedat the time of the Prophet,who did not object to it. The Prophet'sapprobationmakes this practice
a sunna. Ironically, it is from a Sunni source that a tradition on the wilaya in the adhdn is purportedlycited. It is
to be noted that prior to this time, although many arguments in favor of the wilaya in the adhan were advanced,
there was no mention of the wilaya of CAlibeing uttered
in the adhdn at the time of the Prophetor duringthe lives
of any of the imams. Despite the citation of many traditions about the adhdn in Shi'i juridical works, there is
not a single tradition in them which indicates that the
wilaya was recited in the adhan in the times of the
Prophet or the imams.
Nonetheless, recentjurists such as Burujardi(d. 1381/
1961), Khumayni(d. 1410/1989), al-Khu'i (d. 1413/1992)
and Golpaygani (d. 1414/1993) all consider the wilaya to
be a recommendedact in the adhan.69
CONCLUSION

Through different lines of arguments,a ritual practice
that was previously considered to be bidca later became
a sunna. The reason for this change appearsto lie in the
need to establish a distinct Shici identity in Safavid Iran.
With the establishmentof that dynasty, there was a concurrentneed to foster a separatesectarianidentity through

68 Citedin Ustadi,Kalimat,405. See also al-Muzaffar,
Shahdda, 35, quoting Jawdhir al-wilaya, 349.
69 As cited in
Ustadi, Kalimdt,405-6.
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which the Shicis could be distinguished from non-Shicis,
and thus the wilaya was to be intertwined with the shahada. Various arguments were advanced and traditions
interpretedinexorably to link the two. In fact, the wiliya
is frequentlyreferredto as the thirdshahada (al-shahada
al-thalitha). Henceforth, the adhdn was to perform a
wider function than the hitherto restricted liturgical role
of calling the faithful to prayer. It was to avow the religious affiliations of the state.
Paradoxically,what distinguished the Shicis from the
Mufawwidaat the time of al-Saduqwas reversedand was
now used to distinguishthe Shicis from non-ShiCis.Stated
differently,the distinctive mark of the Mufawwida in alSaduq's time became, for Majlisi I and subsequentfu-
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qahad,a distinctive emblem of the Shicis. This was done
initially by interpretinga tradition cited in Tabarsi'salIhtijdj-a tradition which was certainly unknown to the
likes of Tusi and al-Saduq. No Shici scholar earlier than
Tabarsihad cited this report.Furthermore,al-Saduq'sand
Tusi's remarkthat rare (and purportedlyunauthentic)reportshave been narratedaboutthe wildya were seized upon
by the likes of Majlisi I and II to indicate that traditions
on the subject were available from the imams, traditions
which, although rare and no longer extant, could be used
to vindicate the practice.Lateron, it was even arguedthat
the practice could be traced to the time of Muhammad
himself who, by his acquiescence, had approved of it.

